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ABSTRACT:

The increasing prevalence of 3D city models (3DCMs) in various applications, such as mixed reality and navigation, highlights
the need for efficient data exchange. CityGML serves as a standard model for this purpose, encompassing geometric and semantic
information in 3DCM data. To enhance interoperability, a compatible transfer mechanism is essential. This study introduces a
conversion tool that transforms CityGML data into RDF, a knowledge graph (KG) format. Utilizing semantic web technologies,
this conversion ensures the data’s seamless integration across applications. The RDF model facilitates linking to open ontologies,
promoting data circulation without loss. The tool employs CityJSON encoding for its mappable JSON structure, enabling straight-
forward conversion to RDF using Python components. While existing XML to RDF tools exist, this tool distinguishes itself by
addressing accessibility and user intervention challenges. Linking is established by matching subject classes with relevant ontology
definitions, a process dependent on developers’ understanding of the CityGML data model. The tool, accessible through URL-2, is
still in development, offering a promising solution for achieving effective 3DCM data interoperability.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, 3 Dimensional (3D) data, especially city models, has an
important role in our lives as a result of its use in studies such
as mixed reality applications, infrastructure cadastre, solar po-
tential analysis, navigation and robotics. As advancements in
computer graphics and increases in computing unit capacities
continue to progress, the use of 3DCMs (3D City Models) is be-
coming increasingly widespread. Since the use of 3DCM data
in different applications requires the transfer of data between
applications and platforms, CityGML was introduced as a data
exchange format and a standard data model. Furthermore, the
management and analysis of semantic 3D city models based on
CityGML are essential for complex GIS simulation tasks (Yao
et al., 2018).

In the CityGML model, the 3DCM data consists of geometries
and semantic information. Semantic information refers to the
thematic object classes, class hierarchies and attributions. Both
geometries and semantic information could differentiate with
respect to different application schemas and levels of details
(LOD) for reusing the same data in various use cases (Gröger et
al., 2008). The reusing requires predefined mappings between
application schemas to prevent any loss of information, espe-
cially in semantics. Although these mappings are widely in
use, there is a need for a reliably compatible transfer mechan-
ism among applications for situations that include unforeseen,
or undefined schemas (van den Brink et al., 2014). The compat-
ible transfer is possible using semantic web technologies and
the linked-data approach (Vinasco-Alvarez et al., 2020). The
key idea behind is to convert the 3DCM data into a know-
ledge graph (KG) which carries its own definitions for each
node and edge by linking to the relevant open ontologies. The
nodes refer to the object classes and class individuals, and the
edges refer to the relations between classes or individuals and
the attribution ownership of the individuals. This conversion
ensures that the data can be linked to any application and circu-
late live on the web without any loss of information, concisely,

ensures the interoperability of the applications. Accomplishing
this KG conversion uses the RDF (Resouce Description Frame-
work) standard data model, which is the semantic web’s stand-
ard data model and exchange format.

RDFs depend on the creation of triples in the form of (subject,
predicate, object), where subjects and objects denote entities,
and predicates establish relationships between entities (Zhang
et al., 2021; Kostovska et al., 2022). RDF Schema (RDFS) ex-
tends the RDF data model and provides essential elements for
describing ontologies, including classes and properties, thereby
facilitating the organization and representation of knowledge
in a structured manner. Moreover, RDF serves as a funda-
mental format for data integration and database interoperabil-
ity, accelerating the integration of diverse datasets and enabling
high-quality data representation (Liu et al., 2023). KGs are
built upon RDF and have become essential in organizing and
storing structured knowledge, playing a crucial role in vari-
ous knowledge-driven applications such as question answering,
sentiment analysis, and image captioning. KGs provide essen-
tial relational information between entities, nodes, contributing
to the comprehensive representation of knowledge and facilit-
ating data retrieval and inference (Lv et al., 2018). Therefore,
RDF and KGs are foundational components in the represent-
ation, integration, and utilization of structured data, playing a
pivotal role in advancing knowledge organization and retrieval
in diverse domains. For a more deep dive into the structure of
the RDF and the fundamentals of the semantic web and KGs,
cited resources could be beneficial (Hitzler et al., 2009; Hogan
et al., 2020). Besides, semantic web technologies make it pos-
sible to infer new ones by using the actual relationships con-
tained in data (Vinasco-Alvarez et al., 2021). In this way, it can
be possible to query implicit relationships that are not directly
declared in the data model through the RDF graph.

In this study, a conversion tool for converting the 3DCM data
in the CityGML data model to RDF is introduced. A literature
search can bring up some “XML to RDF” or “GML to RDF”
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converting tools, however many of these are inaccessible (Bu-
len et al., 2011; van den Brink et al., 2014; Vinasco-Alvarez et
al., 2020) or they do not provide linking with no end-user in-
tervention (URL-1). The main struggle in the development of
a converter is to provide the links between definitions, ontolo-
gies, and RDF components. While the most complete tool is
GeoTriples for conversion of spatial data to RDF, it uses Geo-
SPARQL based mapping rules. If the user needs a different
ontology, such as CityGML in our study, the user should edit
the generated mapping document (Kyzirakos et al., 2018). This
necessity could potentially pose a barrier to adoption for users
with limited expertise in semantic web or ontologies. While
the linking with no user intervention is still an unconcluded re-
search topic, in our tool we also have tried to derive links using
the CityGML and GeoSPARQL ontologies.

A 3DCM file in the CityJSON encoding is used for the conver-
sion. The main reason for choosing CityJSON is the directly
mappable structure of the JSON format to the dictionaries in
Python language. CityJSON has also a less verbose and less
nested structure compared to the GML encoding of the same
data model (Ledoux et al., 2019). After the mapping to a dic-
tionary, we composed the functions for creating RDF triples
from the key-value pairs. In these functions, the linking is
settled by a string matching between the subject classes and the
relevant ontology definition. It should be noted that this match-
ing is not done by an automated mechanism, it depends on the
developer’s, our’s, knowledge of the CityGML data model. The
tool can be accessed through URL-2 and is still in development.

2. METHOD

The followed pipeline of converter development is illustrated
in Figure 1. The first stage is parsing CityJSON files and is
handled using the “cjio (CityJSON IO)” Python library. The
library provides optionalities for manipulating CityJSON files
such as import, export, converting to DataFrames or converting
to GLTF, validation against schemas, and etc (URL-3). Using
cjio, CityJSON files are converted into DataFrame at this stage.
A DataFrame is a 2-dimensional data structure introduced by
Pandas Python library which can be considered as a spreadsheet
or an SQL table (McKinney, 2015). A DataFrame could be
constructed as a dictionary of multiple dictionaries. Converting
CityJSON files to DataFrames easens to extracting triples, the
main element of RDFs (Figure 2), for creating a RDF file thanks
to its dictionary-like nature which includes key-value pairs. To
extract triples from DataFrames, “RdfPandas” Python library is
used at the next stage (URL-1). The RdfPandas library con-
sists of two main functions, the first one provides DataFrame to
RDF Graph conversion and the other one provides RDF Graph
to DataFrame. In DataFrame to RDF conversion, the row in-
dices of the DataFrame are used as subjects and the column
indices as predicates, and the corresponding values of these in-
dices become objects. The triple derivation, or RDF creation,
at this stage can be seen in Figure 3. The created RDF file can
be handled as a “RDFLib ” object. The RDFLib is a Python
library for manipulating RDF graphs (Krech, 2006).

In this state, the obtained RDFLib object is RDF-like a property
graph (Hartig, 2014) without any resource linking even if it is
in a known RDF file format (Figure 4). To create a complete
knowledge graph (KG) from this graph, there is a need to link
graph elements to the resources including relevant definitions.
Considering the example above, to create a KG node from this

Figure 1. The followed development pipeline of the converter.

Figure 2. A triple, the main element of a RDF graph. Subject,
Object and the Predicate that defines the relation between them.

triple, the definitions of “roofType”, “1000” and the ID as the
subject must be linked to these elements. To handle this pro-
cess, CityGML (Chadzynski et al., 2021) and GeoSPARQL on-
tologies (Battle and Kolas, 2011) are adopted at this stage. The
definitions of relations, thematic object classes, class hierarch-
ies and attributions which belong to CityGML data model are
obtained from the relevant ontology then these definitions are
linked to the graph elements through URIs (Uniform Resource
Identifier). In the same way, the definitions of geometry types
such as point, line or polygon and spatial relations between in-
dividuals such as overlap, intersect, within are obtained from
GeoSPARQL ontology. This linking operation has been per-
formed by the developer and matching between the definitions
and the elements has been done thanks to the knowledge of the
developer, not in an automated way. While automated matching
studies are still at an experimental level, this automation is also
in our future plans. In Figure 4, the transition from RDFLib
object to linked KG is illustrated.

3. RESULT

For testing the converter with real-world data, the “Den
Haag.city.json” from URL-5 has been used (Figure 5). This
CityJSON data has 2498 city objects including LOD2 build-
ings and a terrain model, and is 2.7 MB in size, while its GML
encoding is 30 MB in size. The end-to-end process takes 10.7
seconds. The system configuration of the test PC is given in
Table 1.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The execution time of the entire pipeline must be long for a real-
time web based usage. This situation occurs due to the nested
nature of the data model and the notable drawback of the ad-
opted cjio library during CityJSON to DataFrame conversion
stage. This drawback is cjio’s transferring only attributes to
the output DataFrame, not geometries and thematic classes. To
handle this drawback, additional loops and IF statements were

Table 1. The system configuration that used for development and
test stages

CPU Intel Xeon W-1250 (6 Core) (3.30GHz, 4.70GHz, 12MB)

RAM 16GB DDR4 2933MHz ECC (2x8GB)
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Figure 3. A triple derivation sample using RdfPandas. The highlighted row indice on the left column is the subject, the column indice
roofType is the predicate and the value 1000 is the object.

Figure 4. The created RDF file in JSON-LD format, several
highlighted examples from ontology definitions.

included to the main functions of the library for scraping the re-
quired information. The initial DataFrame output and the mod-
ified one can be seen in Figure 6. Besides this drawback, the
nested nature of the data model also raised a need for additional
loops and IF statements. The city objects and their surfaces
could not be represented in the same DataFrame because each
city object can have an imprecise count of surfaces. To over-
come this, the surfaces are represented in another DataFrame
with unique IDs, and IDs of the city objects occur in the second
DataFrame as “parent” column index, or predicate. During the
RDF graph creating stage, these two DataFrames merged by
city object IDs and the parent column indexes.

Consequently, a CityJSON to RDF conversion tool for creating
3DCM KGs has been developed. Unlike other tools in the lit-
erature, we have tried to solve end-user intervention necessitate
and to provide an accessible open-source tool through this link
(URL-2). It should be strongly noted that this tool only elim-
inates the need for user intervention for purposes including the
CityGML data model. Even if an automated matching between
ontologies and RDF elements is still an alive research area, we
have concluded it in this work by knowledge of the developer,
in an hardcoded manner.
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Figure 5. The used city model, “Den Haag.city.json”, visualized with ninja (URL-4).

Figure 6. The highlighted with the green columns are not generated by cjio, included using additional loops and IF statements.
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